
The Perfect Alternative to a Manual Pallet Jack

EPT44-H
Electric Jack

About the EPT44-H

The EPT44-H has a 4,400 lb. capacity 
and powerful Li-ion battery power 
making it the perfect alternative to a 
manual hand pallet jack. The EPT44-H 
can complete the same work in half 
the time as a standard manual jack 
and helps to reduce operator fatigue 
and strain while increasing 
productivity. The EPT44-H has a small 
turning radius and the size is no larger 
than a manual pallet jack, making it the 
ideal solution for confined spaces like 
elevators, trailers and, containers.

Load Capacity
4,400 lb.

Battery Capacity
48V / 15Ah

Battery Type
Li-ion

Fork Length / Fork Width
27 in48 in

Traveling Speed
Laden - 3mph   |   Unladen - 3.7mph

Gradeability
Laden - 6%   |   Unladen - 20%
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Durable Design: The EPT44-H features a steel frame and integral forks, creating a durable 
and sturdy design.

Hydraulic Power: The hydraulic unit is highly effective with heavy loads, producing 
exceptional lifting and lowering strength.

Superior Traction: The large drive wheel increases traction and provides strong climbing 
power with 6% gradeability with a full load.

Braking System: The EPT44-H features an electromagnetic braking system to ensure 
excellent stopping power while the vehicle is loaded and unloaded.

Features:

Simple Controls: The butterfly direction switch has a sizable 
contact surface delivering comfortable operation with moderate 
pressing and an easy-to-read LCD display.

Li-ion Battery Power: The Li-ion battery pack lasts up 
to 3 hours of continuous use and requires just six 
seconds to replace the battery.

Call us today for a FREE DEMO!




